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About This Game

Mortimer has just been contacted to inspect a huge archeological discovery in Greece: Judas’ thirty denarii! Nearly 2000 years
ago, the apostle Judas betrayed Christ to the Romans for thirty denarii. The silver coins contain a deadly curse to anyone who

touches them. In the wrong hands, such a dangerous artifact could spell disaster for the entire human race… Blake and
Mortimer must find the missing denarii before any blood is shed again.

Fearless as always, Blake and Mortimer return in this thrilling new adventure!

Useful helps :
Take advantage of the zoom x2 to take a look right into the scene and use the tips you acquire to get the hidden objects.

Need tips or time ? Unveil the hidden bonus stars to gain some.

- Simple and intuitive hidden objects gameplay
- An interactive inventory

- A range of mini games: Puzzles, Match 3, Sliding Blocks

Sumptuous scenes :
From the Mortimer’s desk to an enigmatic cave in Greece passing by a tub full of surprises, follow our two heroes in their

thrilling adventure through majestic scenes.
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Great game engine thats all i8 have to say, it's much easier than the likes of Unity and unreal as far as navigating around the
toolset and with a basic but good plugin system you can add your own behaviors easily with JS - so you can create any type\/style
game you like. I picked up the engine in a sale for very little money and tbh knowing what i do now i would pay full retail price
for this engine.

To sum it up.

If you just want to get stuck in designing 3D or 2.5D games then this is for you.. If you're ever considering getting Omerta (and
the Con Artist DLC), I'd say Anna is worth the cost. In reality it's just for her character, but she is one of two grifters in the
game. You can get her early on, and she's generally useful. She's nifty with her pistol and can earn extra "Liked" status on any
task that would give it. Her story is short, but remember to purchase weaponry from the deputy prior to completion via the
dance.. Small armies, fast battles. It's an easy game to throw in and have some quick fun for 12 mns.

. a nice contrast to other games..a mixture of physics, puzzle and inventive leveldesigns. Easy to play, hard to master.
I can compete with my friends with who collected the most stars so far.
Amazing story.
Hearthbreaking ending.
10\/10 gameplay.
Controller support.
Multiplayer...
so on and so on.
Best game!. I made a gameplay review, please check it out:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=P8pdNKUX-xM&t=1224s

This game honestly have a lot of potential, i love puzzle horrors usually.

I think the puzzles or the "spot the difference puzzle aspect" as they call it, is way too hard to figure out, i've spend lot of time
on just running around looking for the hidden item, i ended up just running and kept pressing E to find the hidden spot by
accident.
I liked the zombie that wanted to chase me, but he bugged out, else it was great with a intense scene. And at last, i got stucked in
the "jungle" part of the game because i couldnt click on the sink.

So, if you wanna buy this game, you'll have to know that this game still needs a lot care from the devs, and if you really love
puzzle horrors i would still requiremment you to buy it if you can live with the bugs and hard puzzles.. Knightfall is a really fun
game with a really interesting core mechanic. It gets better the more you play the game and I look forward to seeing how the
game develops throughout Early Access!. Enviroment is good for an indie game.
Stotelling is bad. So Bad. I dont understand what is happening. Where do i go?
Got some Jumpscares.
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Gigantic Army is a really fun twist on the Contra formula because you have a jetpack, a dash move, a melee attack, and a shield
to block bullets.

But for Steel Strider they took away the dash move and the shield, the very mechanics that made Gigantic Army so fun. The
jetpack is all that's left to distinguish this from the Contra series (that and the doujin aesthetics). Major downgrade.. of 5) A
small, quick game where you have to develop your deck of cards with the cards you win and buy. Unfortunately progress is slow
and there is only little tactical finesse you can use.. i love thee songs. Geometry Dash, except that there is awful sound effects
and music. The spike detection is really bad, and a lot of the jumps in the maps are poorly spaced and simply holding down your
mouse button (NOT SPACE BAR) will desync yourself from the blocks you are jumping on. There are 9 levels in the game, but
I haven't played them all. I got stuck on level 5 and gave up due to the awful spike detection. I got quite frustrated and so then I
waited out my trading card drops (lol).

I do not recommend this.. I purchased this route when it came out. The train was capable of ~346km\/h max sped with
awersome acceleration. Since the last game update, it barely can reach the max line speed and feels powerless. Takes away the
excitement. Please change it back or compensate. Btw the cab sounds are one of the best and the scenery is well designed. One
of my favourites and I recommend it.. I am still unable to get this to work I can hear it running in the background but I
can\u2019t see a picture of anything. I am running Windows 10.
When I first installed it it would run a little bit but it was very jerky and now when I try to play it I can hear it running in the
background but it\u2019s not visible on the screen.
Please help.
Mack. the only original thing in this game is the copy and paste skill of those who make this game.... This is probably in the top
5, if not, the worst game on steam. There is absolutely NO redeemable qualities. Do not buy.
Video Proof: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Z546g500-U0. some levels are lame and boring,but ok overall.
7\/10. Really simple and pleasant game, i like to relax sound
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